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Abstract

Character based approaches have recently attracted a lot of interest for language modeling tasks as they remove some of the drawbacks of word based models. They do not make use of a fixed size vocabulary and it is thus straightforward to deal with an arbitrary text stream without any changes in the design of the model. Furthermore, downstream application like speech recognition and machine translation can apply their information already at the character level.

The length of character sequences is in general a lot longer than the length of a word sequence, which is a challenge for the underlying character based model. Variants of recurrent neural networks like the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) are commonly used to tackle variable length inputs like character sequences. However, LSTMs still have problems to backpropagate the error over long input sequences and thus do not provide the perfect solution to learn long term dependencies.

We analyze the source of these drawbacks and design an architecture for recurrent neural networks. We evaluate this architecture on a popular data set for character based language modeling consisting of Wikipedia articles. Our architecture was able to outperform stacked Gated Recurrent Units as well as results of stacked LSTM networks reported in the literature.

We additionally apply character based language models to a speech recognition system. The acoustic component of the system is implemented by the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC), as this offers the possibility to directly predict the probabilities of character sequences. We combine the information of the acoustic component and the language model in a search to find the most reasonable character sequence. Since no component of this setup uses a vocabulary, we are able to perform open vocabulary speech recognition.

This system is evaluated on the Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus. During testing our model we are able to correctly recognize words which did not appear in the training data. This confirms that the system is not only able to learn the words included in the training text, but also generalizes to previously unseen words. We are additionally able to improve the state of the art on the Switchboard corpus for character based, open vocabulary CTC speech recognition system.
Zusammenfassung
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1. Introduction

Language modeling tasks were almost entirely focused on word based models. The prevailing approach was to predict the next word based on a fixed context of \( N \) words. Smoothing techniques were used to generalize to unseen contexts or unseen words in a specific context. These techniques rely on information from a context of less words than the original model. However, the context only consisted of a small number of words due to the memory requirements to store the language model.

Feedforward neural networks were partly able to avoid using smoothing techniques, because they were able to learn relations between the meaning of different words. This enabled them to generalize and to predict probabilities for an unseen context. However, feedforward neural networks still rely on a fixed size context. Due to advances in recurrent neural networks (RNNs) architectures, word based models with a theoretically infinite context became competitive. By storing information of the previous words in its hidden state, RNNs are able to remember important information to predict the next words.

More recent architectures like the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) also made character based language models a more reasonable option. Due to improvements to backpropagate the error signal between distant events LSTMs are able to learn long term dependencies more efficient. Because character sequences are considerable longer than word sequences, this lead to significant improvements in the performance of character based language models.

However, character based language models are still not adopted widely for downstream applications like automatic speech recognition. Traditional HMM based speech recognition applications almost completely rely on word based approaches. In these approaches the most probable word sequence is searched in a decoder based on the information of a phoneme based acoustic model (AM) and a word based language model (LM). To map a sequence of phonemes to a word a pronunciation lexicon is applied.

Therefore it made sense to rely on word based LMs. Because the LM was typically implemented as a count based \( N \)-gram model, a LM query only consisted of a memory read and was quite fast compared to the calculation needed to estimate the
probabilities of the AM. This leads to decoding approaches where LM lookaheads were performed as early as possible \cite{SMFW01}.

A more recent approach is the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) \cite{GFGS06}. This approach is able to map a variable length input sequence like speech features to a character sequence. The core assumption of the model is the conditional independence of its outputs. This makes it possible to efficiently calculate a probability matrix of each utterance which can be used during decoding. Thus querying the AM becomes considerably cheap and only consists of a memory read. When decoding the CTC based acoustic component with a character based LM, the LM becomes the bottleneck. Especially neural approaches like RNN networks are computationally very expensive.

While there has been a few publications on integrating character based, neural LMs within the CTC framework, these papers did not primarily focused on using computational expensive and high performing neural LMs \cite{ZYDS16,MXJN15}. While recent character based LM are almost entirely focused on LSTM based LMs, \cite{ZYDS16,MXJN15} do not use or do not report large gains when using neural networks for their character based LMs.

The goal of this thesis is two fold. First of all we want to analyze the different character based LMs and compare them to word based approaches. By understanding the shortcomings of the recently used neural models we try to implement an improved neural network architecture for long input sequences like characters. The main goal of this thesis is to implement a speech recognition system which uses a character based language model. We want to keep the main advantages of a character based model, that is no need to have a fixed vocabulary of output words and the possibility of providing the LM information already at the character level.

1.1 Outline

In chapter 2 we describe the most relevant background on neural networks. We both describe feedforward neural networks as well as recurrent neural networks, which are able to process variable length input sequences. We also discuss the process of training a neural network, which involves the backpropagation of the error signal, updating the parameters of the model and regularizing the neural network.

We provide background for different language model approaches in chapter 3. We describe count based $N$-gram LMs used to predict words. Afterwards we focus on neural approaches that are able to provide a longer context. For character based models at first we focus on count based models which are heavily used in compression algorithms. We conclude this chapter with state of the art RNNs used for character based LMs.

Chapter 4 introduces a new neural network architecture designed for long input sequences. This architecture is evaluated on a character based language modeling dataset.

We include a character based LM in a CTC speech recognition system in chapter 5. We combine the information of the LM and the acoustic component in a straightforward beam search. This approach enables a purely character based model which can produce words without the restriction of a fixed vocabulary. We test this procedure
by including a state-of-the-art neural LM, which is based on the LSTM network. This approach is evaluated for English on the Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus.

In chapter 6, we conclude this thesis with a short summary and ideas for future work.
1. Introduction
2. Background: Neural Networks

Neural networks are computational models which are used in many areas of machine learning, like speech recognition [VHHS+89], machine translation [BaCB14] and image recognition [RDSK+15]. In this chapter we will provide the theoretical background of neural networks by formalizing them mathematically.

Neural networks process their inputs by applying a series of mathematical functions. Some of these functions depend on a large number of parameters, which are called weights. The weights are learned during a training phase. During training one wants to find weights, which lead to a certain behavior of the neural network. We will discuss supervised training in this chapter, so we will define the desired behavior by a set of inputs and their desired outputs.

In the first part of this chapter we will talk about some well known architectures of neural networks. Neural networks can be divided in groups of different architectures based on the combination of mathematical functions they use. We will distinguish feedforward networks, which are used to process a fixed size input, and recurrent neural networks, which are used to process a series of inputs. In the second part of this chapter we will describe the process of training the network. This process tries to find a set of weights, that lead to the desired behavior of the neural network.

2.1 Architectures

In this section we will review some well-known architectures of neural networks. Before doing that, let us define some basic notations. First of all we will write vectors as lowercase characters, e.g. $x$, and matrices as uppercase characters, e.g. $X$. The weights of the neural networks will be denoted by weight matrices $W$, and bias vector $b$. The subscript of these matrices will serve as an identifier that let’s us differentiate multiple matrices. When superscripts are used, they refer to the time step of the vector. So $x^t$ denotes the value of the vector $x$ at time step $t$. Functions applied to vectors, e.g. $\sigma(x)$, are applied element-wise. $[x, y]$ will denote the concatenation of two vectors. $x \odot y$ denotes the hadamard product of two vectors of the same dimension.
2. Background: Neural Networks

2.1.1 Feedforward Neural Networks

First of all we will discuss feedforward networks. A feedforward network consists of one or multiple layers. Each layer processes an input $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and calculates an output $y \in \mathbb{R}^m$. A learned weight matrix $W \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ and a bias vector $b \in \mathbb{R}^m$ are used to transform the input. An activation function $g$, which is applied element wise, calculates the final output vector $y$:

$$y = g(W \cdot x + b)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

This function implements one layer of the neural network. The output of one layer is used as the input of the following layer. Also notice that the input vector $x$ and the output vector $y$ of a layer can have different dimensions. Neural networks with a large number of layers are also sometimes called “deep” neural networks.

An important part of each layer is the activation function $g$. Some popular activation functions often used in intermediate layers of a neural network are depicted in figure 2.1. The sigmoid function $\sigma(x)$ maps the input to a value between 0 and 1. The hyperbolic tangens $\tanh(x)$ maps its input to a number between -1 and 1, while the rectified linear unit $ReLU$ outputs unbounded positive values. Another frequently used activation function is the softmax function $s$:

$$s(x_i) = \frac{e^{x_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} e^{x_j}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

It maps a $k$ dimensional vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^k$ to a probability distribution and is often used for classification task in the last layer of the neural network.

An interesting property of feedforward neural networks is their ability to approximate mathematical functions. Given a nonconstant, bounded and monotonically-increasing continuous activation function $g$ a feedforward network with a single hidden layer can approximate any function on compact subsets of $\mathbb{R}^n$ with a finite number of hidden units [HoSW89]. This property is also referred to as the universal approximation theorem.
While this property is theoretically interesting, in practice single layer neural networks are rarely used to produce competitive results. The main problem is to find the right set of weights during training to approximate a function or learn a task like recognizing speech. This task becomes significantly easier, if the number of weights gets smaller. This is an important motivation to introduce weight sharing.

Suppose we have different input vectors \( x^1 \) and \( x^2 \), which describe the same training example. Instead of learning two separate weight matrices \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \), we can use a single weight matrix \( W = W_1 = W_2 \). This makes sense if the inputs vectors \( x^1 \) and \( x^2 \) are two different features, which are observed at slightly different moments in time. Another example would be that \( x^1 \) and \( x^2 \) are features which describe the pixels at different positions in the same picture.

Weight sharing is used in time delay neural networks (TDNNs) to classify phonemes for speech recognition [WHHS+89]. Because of sharing the weights at different time positions, TDNN units are able to recognize features independent of their time-shift. Another example for image recognition are convolutional neural networks (CNN), which apply the same weights at different positions within an image and are therefore shift invariant. CNNs were successfully applied for large scale image recognition benchmarks [KrSH12] and were recently also applied to sequence to sequence tasks like machine translation [GAGY+17].

### 2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) deal with a sequence of inputs \( x^1, \ldots, x^T \). A RNN processes the sequence of inputs one input at a time. In contrast to a feedforward neural network it is able to store information of previous inputs by keeping a hidden state. We will denote the vector representing the hidden state as \( h \). The hidden state is normally initialized with a 0 vector. One of the first RNNs was the Elman network [Elma90]. A single layer of an Elman network can be implemented as follows:

\[
h^t = \tanh(W_h \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_h)
\]  

(2.3)

In the Elman network the hidden state \( h^t \) both stores the information of the previous inputs and serves as the output of the layer. The hidden state at time step \( t \) is calculated based on the previous hidden state \( h^{t-1} \) and the input vector at the current time step \( x^t \). Note that the hidden state \( h \) gets multiplied with a weight matrix at every time step. We will discuss the consequences of this in section 2.2.2 when talking about training the neural networks.

A more sophisticated version of RNNs is the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [HoSc97]. An important difference is that in an LSTM the hidden state does not get
multiplied by a matrix at every time step. But let us look at a layer of the LSTM network first:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^t &= \sigma(W_f \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_f) \\
  i^t &= \sigma(W_i \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_i) \\
  o^t &= \sigma(W_o \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_o) \\
  z^t &= \tanh(W_z \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_z) \\
  c^t &= f^t \odot c^{t-1} + i^t \odot z^t \\
  h^t &= o^t \odot \tanh(c^t)
\end{align*}
\] (2.4)

In the LSTM network we differentiate between the context vector \( c^t \), which saves the information of previous inputs and the output of the layer \( h^t \). At every time step \( t \) we first update the context vector \( c^t \). To do this we calculate two vectors \( f^t \) and \( i^t \) of numbers between 0 and 1. These vectors determine how much of the previous context vector \( c^{t-1} \) should be forgotten and how much should be added to each context unit. We also calculate a vector \( z^t \) which determines what should be added to the previous context vector \( c^{t-1} \). Based on this information we update the context vector.

Additionally we calculate the vector \( o^t \), which determines how much of the context vector should be outputted. The updated context vector \( c^t \) gets squashed with the \( \tanh \) function and multiplied with the vector \( o^t \). One motivation for squashing the context vector \( c^t \) is that, in theory, the context vector can grow linearly and is unbounded. The network can learn weights that lead to high values of the forget gate \( f^t \) and high values of the input gate \( i^t \). That situation will make it possible that at each time step the values of the context vector can get bigger. A visualization of the LSTM layer is provided in figure 2.2.

A popular variation of the LSTM layer is the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) \[\text{CVMGB}^{+14}\]. A GRU has significantly less parameters than the LSTM. This is achieved with a few modifications. First of all the forget gate and the input gate are coupled: \( f^t = 1 - i^t \).
In addition the output and the context vector of the network are the same: $h^t = c^t$. These modifications lead to the following equations for a GRU layer:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i^t &= \sigma(W_i \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_i) \\
    r^t &= \sigma(W_o \cdot [h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_o) \\
    z^t &= \tanh(W_z \cdot [r \odot h^{t-1}, x^t] + b_z) \\
    h^t &= (1 - i^t) \odot h^{t-1} + i^t \odot z^t 
\end{align*}
\]

(2.5)

Also notice that we do not use an activation function to squash the hidden state $h^t$. As the forget gate $f^t$ and the input gate $i^t$ are coupled, the hidden state is bounded and cannot get bigger than one. That is the main reason that no activation function is needed to squash the hidden state.

LSTM and GRU layers are widely used recurrent layers and implemented in many popular neural network frameworks [NDGM+17b, AABB+16]. While we presented the most popular variants of GRU and LSTM layers, the different frameworks use slightly different equations and implementations. However, in terms of performance on different benchmarks the different variations of LSTMs are quite similar.

[JoZS15] and [GSKS+16] tested different recurrent architectures. Starting with LSTM and GRU layers [JoZS15] randomly replaced, removed or added activation functions at appropriate parts of the computation graph of their current recurrent network. Different element wise operations (multiplication, addition and subtraction) were also considered. While these papers showed that LSTM and GRU layers are competitive to all other modifications found during the architecture search, a few other relevant conclusions are:

- Coupling the input and forget gate ($f^t$ and $i^t$) simplifies the layers without hurting performance
- The forget gate seems to be a crucial component of the LSTM network
- Whenever the cell state ($c^t$) is unbounded, an output activation function is important to improve performance
- Hyperparameter interactions are quite small and the hyperparameters can be tuned independently to improve performance
- Initializing the forget bias of the LSTM to a large number is significant in all tested benchmarks

## 2.2 Training

We will now discuss how to find the parameters, specifically the values of the weight matrices $W$ and bias vectors $b$ of the neural model. The process of searching for appropriate parameters is called training the neural network or learning the parameters.
We only deal with supervised learning in this section. That means that during training for each input vector \( x \) we already know the desired output vector \( y^* \). We call a input vector and its corresponding output vector training example. The set of training examples is also referred to as training data. During training we want to find weights that fit our training data.

We will first talk about an algorithm called backpropagation that is able to update our weights based on the training data in a desired direction. Afterwards we deal with the problem of applying backpropagation to recurrent neural networks. We will define different function that are able to calculate an error or loss based on the training data. Subsequently we deal with optimizers, which are designed to use backpropagation to minimize the error on the training set efficiently. The section concludes with regularization strategies that prevent that the neural network is able to learn the training data by heart.

### 2.2.1 Backpropagation

For supervised learning a core component to find a good set of weights is the backpropagation algorithm. Assume that we already have a set of values for all weight matrices and bias vectors of the neural network. Then we can calculate the output of the neural network given an input \( x \). We will call the output \( y \). Suppose that we have some kind of error or loss function that let’s us calculate a loss given the actual output vector \( y \) and the desired output \( y^* \):

\[
l(y^*, y) \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}
\] (2.6)

Based on the current parameters and a training example the backpropagation algorithm calculates a direction for each parameter of the neural network. If we update the value of the parameters slightly in this direction we can optimize the loss function. We will now show how the backpropagation algorithm calculates these directions.

To demonstrate the key principles of the backpropagation algorithm we will adapt an example of \cite{Neub17}. Suppose we have this simple two layer network:

\[

cdot h' = W_{xh} \cdot x + b_h \\
n = \tanh(h') \\
y = w_{hy} \cdot h + b_y
\] (2.7)

Note that the first layer consists of a weight matrix \( W_{xh} \) and a bias vector \( b_h \), while the second layer consists of a weight vector \( w_{hy} \) and a bias scalar \( b_y \). So with this two layer network we will map an input vector \( x \) to a scalar \( y \). For each training example \( x, y^* \), we define a loss function in the following way:

\[
l(y^*, y) = (y^* - y)^2
\] (2.8)

A convenient representation of a neural network is a computation graph. The computation graph of this network is depicted in figure 2.3. The first graph shows the neural network, the second one additionally adds the loss function.
So suppose we have a training example \( x, y^* \). We can now calculate the output \( y \) of the network. Then it is trivial to calculate the loss, in this case the squared error. This is also referred to as the forward calculation of the network, since we start at the beginning of the computation graph with an input \( x \) and iteratively apply different functions until we reach the end.

We want to calculate now how each node or parameter in the computation graph affects the loss \( y \). For this reason we want to calculate the partial derivatives of the loss \( l \) with respect to each parameter \( p \): \( \frac{dl}{dp} \)

To do this we apply the chain rule multiple times. Suppose we have a variable \( z \) that depends on the variable \( y \). Furthermore the variable \( y \) depends on the variable \( x \). Then we the chain rule let’s us calculate the derivative of \( z \) with respect to \( x \) as follows:

\[
\frac{dz}{dx} = \frac{dz}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{dx}
\] (2.9)

Applying the chain rule we can calculate each derivative:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dl}{db_y} &= \frac{dl}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{db_y} \\
\frac{dl}{dw_{hy}} &= \frac{dl}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{dw_{hy}} \\
\frac{dl}{dh'} &= \frac{dl}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{dh} \cdot \frac{dh'}{dh} \\
\frac{dl}{db_h} &= \frac{dl}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{dh} \cdot \frac{dh'}{dh} \cdot \frac{db_h}{db_h} \\
\frac{dl}{dW_{xh}} &= \frac{dl}{dy} \cdot \frac{dy}{dh} \cdot \frac{dh'}{dh} \cdot \frac{db_h}{dW_{xh}}
\end{align*}
\] (2.10)

Notice that at each layer we can reuse the results of the previous node. When applying the backpropagation algorithm we start at the end of the graph. By iterating through each node we can calculate the derivative of the loss with respect to each parameter. So we can efficiently reuse the results of the previous nodes.

Notice that we only deal with a single scalar as an output in this particular example. When dealing with a vector of outputs, we normally sum the loss of each scalar of the output vector to get the total loss. In common neural networks each weight can affect all output units. That’s why we have to calculate the loss with respect to each output unit for each parameter. Thus the computational complexity for performing backpropagation grows linearly in the number of output units. However, there are methods which only calculate the derivative to a subset of the output units like Noise Contrastive Estimation [GuHy10] and importance sampling [BeSo03]. These models make sense for word based neural language models with a large output vocabulary.
2.2.2 Backpropagation Through Time

We now deal with the problem of how to perform backpropagation for recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The key insight for this is that we can unroll the RNN in time. Unrolling a RNN layer is depicted in figure 2.4.

An unrolled RNN layer can be compared to a feedforward network consisting of many layers. However, a key difference of the unrolled RNN is that at each time step the same weight matrices are applied to transform the input and the hidden states. At times RNNs are also called “deep” in time.

We will now perform backpropagation and discuss the resulting gradients. For this purpose we will use the Elman RNN of the previous chapter, but split the weight matrix in a recurrent matrix $R$ and the matrix $W$, which transforms the input. The equation of the Elman RNN is then written as follows:

$$h^t = \tanh(W \cdot x_t + R \cdot h^{t-1} + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

To calculate the gradient we adapt the equations of [ZSKST16]. The total loss $L$ will be summed over all time steps $T$. We calculate the derivative of the loss $L$ with respect to the parameters $\theta$ as follows:

$$\frac{dL}{d\theta} = \sum_{1 \leq t_2 \leq T} \frac{dL_{t_2}}{d\theta} = \sum_{1 \leq t_2 \leq T} \sum_{1 \leq t_1 \leq t_2} \frac{\partial L_{t_2}}{\partial h^{t_2}} \frac{\partial h^{t_2}}{\partial h^{t_1}} \frac{\partial h^{t_1}}{\partial \theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

We now can take a closer look at how to calculate the transport of the error between the time steps $t_1$ and $t_2$:

$$\frac{\partial h^{t_2}}{\partial h^{t_1}} := \prod_{t_1 < t_2} \frac{\partial h^t}{\partial h^{t-1}} = \prod_{t_1 < t_2} R^T \text{diag}[\tanh'(R \cdot h^{t-1})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

The product in the previous equation can lead to vanishing or exploding gradients. First of all notice that $0 \leq \tanh' \leq 1$. This biases vanishing gradients since $\lim_{n \to \infty} x^n = 0$ for $0 \leq x < 1$. On the other hand the eigenvalues of $R$ are crucial, too. High eigenvalues can lead to exploding gradients and tiny eigenvalues in turn can lead to vanishing gradients.
There are different techniques to mitigate this issue. An easy trick is to clip the gradient. Initializing the recurrent matrix $R$ with the identity matrix and small random values on the off diagonal is another approach \cite{LeJH15}. This leads to eigenvalues close to 1 at the start of training. \cite{LeJH15} additionally used Rectified Linear Units as their activation function, which have constant gradients of 1 or 0.

The other common way is to have additive connections instead of recurrent matrices to change the state of the RNN layer. This is implemented in LSTM and GRU layers. For the following argument consider a simple additive connection of the hidden state $h$ of the recurrent unit (for simplicity we neglect the input vector in the following example):

$$h^t = a \cdot h^{t-1} + R \cdot h^{t-1}$$

(2.14)

We use a scalar $a > 0$ and the recurrent weight matrix $R$ in this equation. This can be rewritten as a single matrix multiplication by using the identity matrix $I$ in the following way:

$$h^t = a \cdot h^{t-1} + R \cdot h^{t-1} = (a \cdot I + R) \cdot h^{t-1} = R' h^{t-1}$$

(2.15)

These additive connections favor a structure with positive and relatively high values on the diagonal of the recurrent weight matrix $R'$. Therefore additive connections can mitigate the issue of exploding or vanishing gradients.

In spite the success of RNNs like LSTMs and GRUs, it still seems to be difficult to learn long term dependencies using backpropagation and gradient descent. \cite{BeSF94} makes the theoretical argument, that gradient descent becomes increasingly inefficient when the temporal span of the dependencies increases.

### 2.2.3 Loss

We will now define loss functions, which we try to optimize based on the training set. In the following we will denote an training example as $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $y^* \in \mathbb{R}^m$ and the output of our model given $x$ will be denoted as $y \in \mathbb{R}^m$.

One common loss function is the mean squared error (MSE) which is defined as follows:

$$L_{MSE} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (y_i - y^*_i)^2$$

(2.16)
However, the MSE loss is not a good choice for classification problems, where the elements of the target vector $y^*$ are either 0 or 1. For classification problems a reasonable loss function is the cross entropy (CE) loss:

$$L_{CE} = - \sum_{i=1}^{m} y_i^* \log(y_k) + (1 - y_i^*) \log(1 - y_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

### 2.2.4 Optimizers

We will now discuss the process of updating the parameters of the neural network. Backpropagation allows us to calculate the gradients $\frac{dL}{d\theta}$ of the loss with respect to all parameters. We use the gradients to optimize our loss function. This subsection introduces some of the most important techniques to do so. We will refer to these techniques that optimize the loss function as optimizers.

Usually the parameters are optimized based on a fixed training set of multiple examples $x$ and their labels $y^*$. One method is to pick a random example from the training set and update the parameters $\theta$ as follows:

$$\theta_i = \theta_{i-1} - \eta \frac{dL}{d\theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

First of all notice that we use a learning rate $\eta > 0$, which let’s us influence the size of the parameter update. To determine a good learning rate is a difficult problem and normally depends on your training data and can also depend on the progress of the training.

This method is called stochastic gradient descent (SGD), because a training example is stochastically picked and you follow the gradient to minimize the loss function. Picking an example at random is usually implemented by shuffling the training set at each iteration. However, updating the parameters after each example leads to a high fluctuation of the value of the loss function.

Mini batch gradient descent mitigates this problem by calculating the gradient for a batch of multiple examples. Afterwards the parameters get updated in the same way as for SGD. This leads to a parameter update which is more stable and additionally provides us with the possibility to parallelize the calculation of the gradients within a batch. As the parameters $\theta$ do not change within a batch, we can calculate the gradients of each example in parallel. This leads to significant speed improvements, especially on modern GPUs.

The problem on how to choose a proper learning rate $\eta$ remains. In general a high learning rate leads to fast progress, but might not be able to find a local minimum. One common approach is to start with a relatively high learning rate that decreases during the training of the network.
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However, there are also more sophisticated methods. One of them is to use SGD with momentum \cite{Qian99}. When doing this we additionally use the information of the past gradients:

\[
m_t = \gamma \cdot m_{t-1} + \eta \cdot \frac{dL}{d\theta_{t-1}} \\
\theta_t = \theta_{t-1} - m_t
\]  

(2.19)

The momentum term \( m \) keeps track of the past gradients. The weight of a past gradient is exponentially decaying determined by the scalar \( \gamma \in [0, 1) \). This method leads to larger steps in parameter space, if the gradients at continuous time steps are pointed in the same direction.

Adaptive moment estimation, or Adam, \cite{KiBa14} keeps both track of an exponentially decaying average of past gradients and of past squared gradients. In the following we use the hyperparameters \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \epsilon \in [0, 1] \). \( b^t \) denotes \( b \) to the power of \( t \). Adam then calculates the parameter update as follows:

\[
g_t = \frac{dL}{d\theta_{t-1}} \\
m_t = \beta_1 \cdot m_{t-1} + (1 - \beta_1) g_t \\
v_t = \beta_2 \cdot v_{t-1} + (1 - \beta_2) g_t \odot g_t \\
\hat{m}_t = \frac{m_t}{1 - \beta_1^t} \\
\hat{v}_t = \frac{v_t}{1 - \beta_2^t} \\
\theta_t = \theta_{t-1} - \eta \cdot \frac{\hat{m}_t}{\sqrt{\hat{v}_t} + \epsilon}
\]  

(2.20)

\( m \) and \( v \) get initialized to the 0 vector. However, this biases \( m \) and \( v \) towards 0 at the beginning of training, especially if \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are close to 1. \( \hat{m}_t \) and \( \hat{v}_t \) are calculated to counteract this issue.

A comprehensive summary of different optimizers is provided in \cite{Rude16}.

2.2.5 Regularization

Until now we only discussed minimizing a loss function based the training data. This can lead to parameters that overfit on the training data and do not perform good on similar, previously unseen data sets. However, our goal is to find parameters that generalize to unseen data.

In most of the cases this is solved by splitting our labeled data into multiple data sets: the training data, the validation data and the test data. The training data is used to calculate the gradients and update the parameters of our model. We keep track of the loss on the validation set without doing any parameter updates. If the loss on the validation set does not improve any more, we can stop training or lower the learning rate \( \eta \).
It is also common to select hyperparameters, like the network architecture or the choice of the optimizer, based on the loss measured on the validation set. After we determined all our hyperparameters and trained the neural network, the performance is tested on the test data.

Additional to this procedure there are a few other methods to prevent the neural network from overfitting on the training data. Popular ones include dropout \cite{HSKS+12} and batch normalization \cite{IoSz15}.

2.3 Summary

This chapter introduced neural networks. Different architectures like feedforward and recurrent neural networks were defined. Afterwards we discussed the process of training the neural network. The whole process of calculating the gradients, defining a loss function, updating the parameters and trying to regularize the network was described. We additionally focused on why problems, like vanishing and exploding gradient, are an issue when training neural networks. In the remainder of this thesis this will be the foundation for successful results in language modeling applications.
3. Background: Language Modeling

In this chapter we will review different methods to create language models, which are an important component of automatic speech recognition systems. Language models discussed in this chapter assign a probability to a text segment. They thus are able to differentiate between probable and improbable transcriptions and are able to guide speech recognition systems towards creating linguistically sound outputs. A trivial example to emphasize the importance of a language model are homophones - words that are pronounced the same but differ in meaning and may also differ in their spelling. In contrast to the acoustic model the language model should for example be able to distinguish the words “to”, “too” and “two” based on their current context and assign reasonable probabilities to them.

This chapter emphasizes the procedures used in real world language models while also citing the most relevant theoretical work. We cover word based models at first and subsequently discuss characters based models. Each of these parts will describe statistically motivated approaches and models based on neural networks. The chapter concludes with a comparison of word and character based approaches.

3.1 Word Based Models

To discuss word based models we will first define the concept of a word a bit more formally. We start off with a set of basic units which we will call characters. In the following we make the assumptions, that the size of our character set will be quite small, say below 1000. This assumptions is reasonable for a number of languages like English and German. A word is then the concatenation of one or more characters. Due to the theoretically infinite number of possible words, most word based language models make use of a vocabulary - a set of words - which restricts the possible character sequences.

To create a language models usually large text corpora are used. For word based models it is evident that you have to preprocess the text to get a sequence of words. In many applications punctuation marks are removed, the text gets lowercased and
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Sentences or utterances are usually tokenized into a sequence of words based on the occurrence of whitespaces. If the vocabulary is not existent yet, the most frequent words of the text can be selected as the vocabulary. All words which are not in the vocabulary are then replaced by a symbol representing an unknown word. Additionally sentences are padded with symbols representing the start and end of the sentence.

While these preprocessing steps are reasonable for most applications, one should keep in mind that the preprocessing steps change the text corpus and the subsequent models estimate the probability distribution based on the altered corpus.

3.1.1 Statistical Models

Statistical language models represent the traditional variant of capturing linguistic information. Most of these models are count based. To predict the probability of a word given its previous words, the occurrences of the word in the specific context in the corpora are counted. The context is usually truncated to a specific number of words, since for a fixed corpus and an infinite context the counts are not high enough to confidently predict a probability. Also note that we only consider the context within a sentence.

So let’s say we have a sentence \( e = e_1, \ldots, e_n \) consisting of the sequence of \( n \) words. Let \( e_k^i = e_i, \ldots, e_k \) with \( i \leq k \) denote a part of this sequence and \( c(e_k^i) \) denote the count of this sequence in the corpus. Then we can estimate the probability of a word given its context of \( N - 1 \) words as follows:

\[
P(e_t | e_{t-1}^{t-N+1}) \approx \frac{c(e_{t-N+1}^t)}{c(e_{t-N+1}^{t-1})}
\] (3.1)

Now we can also approximate the probability of an entire sentence by multiplying the probabilities of each word given its context:

\[
P(e) \approx \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(e_i | e_{i-1}^{t-N+1}) \approx \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(e_i | e_{i-N+1}^{t-1})
\] (3.2)

This model is also called \( N \)-gram model, since only \( N \)-grams of \( N \) consecutive words are considered. Also note that we can motivate some of the preprocessing steps with these equations. When considering the first words of the sentence we assume that the sentence starts with a start of sentence symbol, so we can still consider \( N \)-Grams of \( N \) consecutive elements. Because of the padding the last word in each sentence will be an end of sentence symbol. This allows us to deal with variable length sentences.

Also note that if the probability of a single word within the sentence is zero, the probability of the whole sentence will also be zero. This is alleviated by the predetermined vocabulary and by replacing the remaining words with the unknown word symbol. Nevertheless it is still a crucial problem. Consider the sentences ‘I study in Karlsruhe’ and ‘I study in Pittsburgh’. Even if all words are part of the vocabulary, it is possible that the \( N \)-gram ‘study in Karlsruhe’ is present in the training corpus, while ‘study in Pittsburgh’ was not part of the corpus. Thus we would assign the
entire second sentence a probability of zero, even if the sentence is linguistically sound.

To prevent this issue and avoid to assign zero probabilities, a number of methods to smooth the probability distribution of $N$-grams are possible. A simple smoothing method is interpolating multiple language models and including unigram and bigram models. More sophisticated options are Katz smoothing \cite{Katz87} and Modified Kneser-Ney smoothing \cite{NeEK94}. For a summary of smoothing methods we refer the reader to \cite{ChGo96} and \cite{Good01}.

The properties of statistical $N$-gram models lead to large memory requirements. First of all when creating the language model the count or probability of every $N$-gram has to be stored. Since the number of possible $N$-grams grows exponentially with the vocabulary size and the maximal $N$-gram size $N$, for reasonable sized $N$-grams memory limitations already become an issue. Even with a careful implementation and storage of the language model, models requiring 1 TB of RAM are used for machine translation tasks \cite{HPCK13}. However, to query the probability of a single word only a single read is required, so the query time is relatively fast.

Another advantage of these models is the ability to remember rare events. Consider the sentence “The Karlsruhe Institute of Technologie was founded in 1825”. Given the context the model will assign the number “1825” a high probability, given that this specific sentence was present in the training corpus.

### 3.1.2 Neural Models

The first neural language models were also based on word $N$-grams \cite{Schw07}. In these models each word of the current context is mapped to a vector. These vectors are normally learned with a large text corpus using tools like \cite{MCCD13} or \cite{JeMa}. The concatenation of these vectors forms the input to the neural language model. By applying multiple matrix multiplications and element wise functions with parameter matrices a probability distribution over a fixed sized vocabulary is calculated. These parameter matrices are ‘learned’ based on a text corpus. A formal description of this process is provided in chapter \ref{chap:neural_language_models}.

An advancement of $N$-gram models are recurrent neural network language models. At each time step only a single word forms the input to these recurrent models. But by maintaining an internal state the model is able to remember the previous words, so theoretically it is possible to consider an arbitrary long context to predict the next word. However, for most applications like machine translation and speech recognition only words of the current sentence are considered and the internal state resets after each sentence.

For neural models the memory requirements only increase linearly with the vocabulary size. For each word a new embedding vector has to be learned. Additionally you have to increase the size of the output layer. In contrast to count based models the computational requirements during training and during inference are high.

A neural model does not assume any similarity between two words a priori, even if the spelling of these words is similar. Since each word gets mapped to a vector, a neural model tries to map words that have a similar meaning to vectors which are close to each other. So in many cases words like “run” and “runs” will get mapped
to vectors which have a small distance to each other. However, these vectors have
to be learned based on a training corpus and word based models do not consider the
spelling of the words while learning the word vectors.

3.2 Character Based Models

In this section we consider character based language models. In contrast to word
based models, we do not have any notion of words. Therefore we don’t have to
define a vocabulary, we only define an alphabet of valid characters. This leads to
a few differences between the specific statistical and neural language models, which
we will discuss in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Statistical Models

For word based language models we used $N$-gram models. For example in a 4-gram
model we predict the next word based on the last three words. The length of an usual
English word is on average about five characters. So if we want to consider three
words in our context, a context of about 15 characters should be considered. How-
ever, a context of eight characters can already be to memory intensive. \[MXJN15\]
claims that they used 21 GB to store a 7-gram character based language model.

While this is an important constraint, some count-based character based language
models make use of the cache effect. The cache effects states that character se-
quences, that recently appeared in a text corpus have a higher probability of re-
occurring \[ClRo97\]. This phenomenon is not exploited in the word based language
models described in section 3.1. For word based models we estimated the parameters
of the model based on a training corpus and they remained fixed during evaluation.

However, this is not necessary for language models. We can assume that the data
is not stationary and update our probabilities during the evaluation. We will show
this procedure as used in the approaches of \[Maho02\] and \[Maho05\].

In the following we will still determine the probabilities based on a $N - 1$ char-
acter context. But instead of predicting the next character, we will estimate the
probability of the next bit. Furthermore, the probabilities will be a function of the
complete context of the next bit, that means all text that appeared before the next
bit. However, more recent events will be weighted higher than less recent events.

So consider the trigram character context $ca$, 011 (bits can also be included in the
context). Assume that the only occurrences of this context have been can, can, can,
cat, cat. Thus the bit history of this context is 00011. We will weight the bit history
with the inverse temporal model. Each event within the history is weighted with
1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 1/1. Thus the probability of the next bit being 1 given the
context will be:

$$p(1|'ca011') = \frac{1/2 + 1/1}{1/5 + 1/4 + 1/3 + 1/2 + 1/1} \approx 0.657$$
To save memory the inverse temporal model is approximated with the following algorithm, that keeps a counter $n_0$ and $n_1$. These counters keep track of the weighted count for each context as follows:

Initialize: $n_0, n_1 = 0$

\[\text{if } \text{bit } x \text{ occurs then}\]
\[\quad \text{increment } n_x\]
\[\quad \text{if } n_{1-x} > 2 \text{ then}\]
\[\quad \quad \text{set } n_{1-x} = \left\lfloor \frac{n_{1-x}}{2} + 1 \right\rfloor\]
\[\text{end}\]
\[\text{end}\]

\textbf{Algorithm 1:} Algorithm to approximate the inverse temporal model

$\lfloor x \rfloor$ denotes rounding the number $x$. With these counters the probabilities are calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    n_0 &= \frac{n_0}{n_0 + n_1} \\
    n_1 &= \frac{n_1}{n_0 + n_1}
\end{align*}
\]

Another difference to stationary models is that we can tackle the interpolation of different models more dynamically. We can interpolate the models by assigning them different weights. But instead of keeping the weights fixed, [Maho05] uses adaptive weights which change based on the performance of the models. This can be implemented by a simple, gradient based procedure. As in word based models it is common to train models of different $N$-gram sizes.

It is theoretically interesting not to assume a stationary text source, which was usually calculated based on a fixed training corpus. Using the previous seen text to change the probabilities of a model is also a memory efficient way to make use of a very large "context". Besides it is also very reasonable to assign higher weights to events that appeared more recently to predict the next event. It is assumed that the rate of learning for animals is also inversely proportional to the time of a signal (such as a dog hearing a bell) and a reward (the dog gets meat, causing it to learn to salivate when it hears the bell) [ScRe91].

However, when using language models in downstream tasks, you usually do not get the perfect information. So it is possible to create worse language model probabilities when updating the model. This can be the case when dealing with imperfect transcriptions of a speech recognition system. For word based models [ClRo97] already used adaptive language models with some success. However, I'm not aware of recent work on incorporating non stationary character based language models for downstream tasks like speech recognition.

\subsection{Neural Models}

Character-based neural network language models work similar to their word based counterparts. Instead of using feedforward networks, character based models mainly use recurrent neural networks. It is also common to use a large hidden state for the RNNs. In contrast to word based models, character based models additionally have
to keep track of the current position within a word. This information also has to be represented within the hidden state of the RNN.

For character based models the performance considerations change significantly. The language model has to be queried more often than in word based models. However, the main bottleneck of the neural network changes. For word based networks, the main performance issue is calculating the probability distribution over the vocabulary in the last layer of the neural network. Since the size of the output layer is determined by the size of the alphabet in character based models, this is not an issue anymore for languages like German and English.

### 3.3 Comparison

In this section we compare the performance of the different methods on benchmarks which were evaluated in recent publications.

For word based models a comparison of neural methods and statistical methods is performed in [JVSS+16]. The performance of the language models was evaluated on the one billion word benchmark [CMSG+13]. RNN based models significantly outperformed the best count based methods, which used Kneser Ney smoothing. However, by additionally considering the characters of each words in the input layer, some improvements over purely word based models were achieved. The individual words could be mapped to vectors by using a character convolutional neural network. Table 3.1 summarizes these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Perplexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpolated KN 5-Gram [CMSG+13]</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Layer LSTM-8192-1024 [JVSS+16]</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Layer LSTM-8192-1024 + CNN Inputs [JVSS+16]</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Test perplexities on the one billion word benchmark

For character based language models language models statistical motivated approaches perform similar to neural approaches. A popular benchmark to evaluate character based models is the english Hutter prize wikipedia dataset (Enwik8) [Hutt]. This dataset consists of 90M characters of training data and 5M characters each for the validation and test set each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Bits per Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stacked LSTM [Grav13]</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomp8 [Maho05]</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent Highway Networks [ZSKS16]</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Bits per character on the test set of Enwik8

As shown in table 3.2 there has been considerable progress on the Enwik8 benchmark over simple stacked LSTMs. While a few other papers have improved over standard LSTM networks [ChAB16, HaDL16], [ZSKS16] was able to slightly beat the statistical approach.
A comparison between word and character based language models is not as straightforward. Word based approaches only assign probabilities to a fixed size vocabulary, while character based models assign probabilities to each possible character sequence.

However, word and character based language models can be applied to the same downstream task. For speech recognition this was done in [ZYDS16]. When decoding CTC based speech recognition systems word based language models performed better than character based ones. However, this system was only used with a N-gram based language model.

It remains to be seen if character or word based models will be more successful in the future. More modern RNN versions like LSTMs and similar architectures have led to improvements for character based models. Word based models recently make more use of the information provided by the spelling of a word. The use of subword units as used in [SeHB15] are a successful trade-off between purely word and character based approaches.
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4. Improving Character Based Language Models

This chapter deals with character based language models. Especially, we will consider the advantages and disadvantages of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) when used for character language models. Our goal is to improve over the commonly used RNNs like Long Short Term Memories (LSTMs) or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs).

One important difference between character and word based language models is the sequence length of the input. A typical sequence of characters is about five times longer than a sequence of words. As discussed in chapter 2, backpropagation through multiple time steps can lead to exploding or vanishing gradients. Another drawback is the performance. One has to do multiple calculations for each time step one after another, since the next calculation depends on the hidden state of the last time step. These problems are especially stressed for character sequences, since they are multiple times longer than word sequences.

We will try to tackle these problems and design a simple improvement over stacked RNNs. This chapter is structured as follows: We will first review recent approaches for character based systems and developments for different RNN models. Afterwards we will describe and discuss our architecture for a stacked RNN. The chapter concludes with experiments on a popular dataset for character based language modeling.

4.1 Related Work

LSTMs and GRUs are the most commonly used recurrent networks. By performing an architecture search [Zare15, GSKS+16] showed that simple variations of these recurrent networks do not lead to significant improvements. However, a few more sophisticated architectures were proposed in recent papers.

An interesting new approach are clockwork RNNs [KGGS14]. Clockwork RNNs partition the hidden state into several modules. These modules “tick” at different time scales. For example the first module could change its hidden state at every time
step, while the second module only changes its state at every fourth time step. This architecture was tested successfully for audio signal generation and spoken word classification.

Another interesting aspect is that RNNs are able to learn word embeddings by processing each character at a time. Afterwards the hidden state of the RNN can be used as a word embedding. For machine translation this method was used in two different variants. [LuMa16] produced word embeddings with character RNNs for rare words to achieve open vocabulary machine translation, while [JHOS+16] generated word embeddings for every source word with a character RNN.

### 4.2 Architecture

For designing a new architecture we will adapt the idea of the clockwork RNN, that uses modules that work at different time scales. But instead of varying time scales for the units in the hidden state, the key idea is to let entire layers work at different speeds. Suppose we have an arbitrary RNN layer. We will denote a RNN layer that takes an input $x$ and its previous hidden state $h$ and produces an output $y$ and a new hidden state $h^*$ as $y, h^* = R(x, h)$.

To define the calculations at each layer $l$, first of all we need a global clock $t$. We additionally define different timescales for each layer. $s_l$ denotes that layer $l$ works at every $s_l$th time step. The scales of each layer stay the same or get bigger, so we will satisfy $s_{l-1} \leq s_l$ and we set $s_1 = 1$. Superscripts define the time step and subscripts the layer, so we can define the calculations of the architecture as:

$$y^t_l, h^t_l = \begin{cases} R(y^{t-1}_{l-1}, h^{t-1}_l), & \text{if } t \in \{s_l, 2 \cdot s_l, 3 \cdot s_l, \ldots\} \\ y^{t-1}_l, h^{t-1}_l, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{4.1}$$

Note that the hidden state and the output of a layer $l$ stay the same, if the time step $t$ is not a multiple of its time scale $s_l$. Otherwise the state and the output are updated based on the output of the previous layer $y_{l-1}$ and the hidden state of the current layer $h_l$. We define $y^0_0$ as the input of the neural network at time step $t$.

For each layer $y_l$ and each time step $t$ we calculate an output $y^t_l$. However, to predict a probability distribution it is not enough to only consider the output of the last layer $L$. This would lead to a probability distribution which is the same for $s_L$ consecutive time steps, since the output of this layer does not change for $s_L$ time steps. For this reason we merge the outputs of each layer and calculate the probability distribution with a softmax layer. This setup is depicted in figure 4.1.

We merge different layers by concatenating their outputs. Since we do not want that each output vector of the layers has the same influence at each timestep, we apply an additional RNN. The idea behind this is that the RNN can decide based on its hidden state how important each output of the different layers is. This can be implemented as follows:

$$c = [y_1, \ldots, y_L] \quad y_m, h_m = R(h_m, c) \quad p = s(W \cdot y_m + b) \tag{4.2}$$
Figure 4.1: Visualization of an unrolled Hierarchical Clockwork RNN

\[ y_1, \ldots, y_L \] denotes the concatenation of the output of the different layers to form a context vector \( c \). The merging RNN produces an output \( y_m \). An additional weight matrix \( W \) and bias vector \( b \) is applied to the output \( y_m \). The resulting vector is used by the softmax function \( s \) to calculate a probability distribution \( p \) for the current time step.

The design of this architecture has various advantages. First of all, we do not have to update the higher layers at each time step, which can save computational resources with a careful implementation. Another advantage is that we have a shorter path during backpropagation. If we backpropagate the error within the highest layer we have to perform a factor of \( s_L \) calculations less. This can help to deal with the vanishing gradient problem. Finally we can still use proven RNNs like LSTMs and GRUs as our RNN component for each layer.

In the following we will refer to the described architecture as hierarchical clockwork RNN (HCRNN).

4.3 Experiments

We use the Hutter Prize dataset Enwik8 both for training and evaluating the neural model. This data set consists of 100MB of English Wikipedia articles consisting of 205 unique symbols. We split the data in a training set (90MB), a validation set (5MB) and a test set (5MB). We train a HCRNN to predict the next character given its context, which is the classical language modeling task.

For our HCRNN architecture we use GRUs for the different layers as well as for the merging RNN. We use three layers each consisting of 512 units, while the merge GRU consists of 256 units. The timescales for the three layers are \( s_1 = 1 \), \( s_2 = 4 \) and \( s_3 = 16 \). The character inputs are mapped to a 32 dimensional embedding vector.

Training the HCRNN is performed iteratively by adding more layers at each training step. First of all only the first layer is trained (figure 4.3). Afterwards we add the second, slower layer and continue training (figure 4.3). Finally we train the full network as depicted in figure 4.1. We optimized the network with SGD with momentum using a learning rate of 0.1 and a momentum factor of 0.9. The implementation uses Keras with the Theano \cite{dean2016building} backend.

With this setup we achieved an entropy of 1.60 Bits per character (BPC). We compare this architecture with a three layer GRU network also using 512 units per layer,
which performed slightly worse (1.70 BPC). All the hyperparameters during training were kept the same. Additionally we compare this setup to results reported in the literature. [Grav13] trains a large network consisting of seven LSTM layers with 700 units per layer (1.70 BPC). Although this network was significantly larger, our HCRNN architecture outperformed these results. The best numbers on this dataset were published very recently in [ZSKS16]. Recurrent Highway Networks (RHN) achieved the best results with 10 stacked layers and 1500 units per layer and achieved an entropy of 1.27 BPC. The results are summarized in table 4.1

The hierarchical clockwork RNN was able to outperform both a similar sized stacked GRU and a considerable larger stacked LSTM network. We speculate that this is due to the architectural improvements, which facilitate the propagation of the error over multiple time steps. However, the way bigger recurrent highway network clearly outperformed the HCRNN network. One reason for this is that the highway network is able to perform adaptive computation. At each layer it can decide if it wants to transport the input or transform the input with a weight matrix. This is not possible in the HCRNN, the input of a layer always gets transformed. Apart from the parameter increase of the recurrent highway network this should be the main reason for their performance improvements.
4.4 Conclusion

We proposed a new architecture for recurrent neural networks, the hierarchical clockwork RNN (HCRNN). In the HCRNN the layers work at different time scales, which facilitates the propagation of the error over multiple time steps. We tested the architecture on a popular dataset for character based language modeling. We were able to obtain better results than a considerable larger stacked LSTM network.
4. Improving Character Based Language Models
5. Applications in Speech Recognition

This chapter describes the implementation of an open vocabulary speech recognition system. We implement a CTC acoustic component and decode it with the information of a character based language model. We compare the results to a system with the same acoustic component and a word based language model with a fixed vocabulary. These results are also published in [ZSMN+17] and some parts of this chapter overlap with the paper.

5.1 Introduction

Traditionally, Acoustic Models (AMs) of an Automatic Speech Recognition system followed a generative approach based on HMMs [RaJu86] where the emission probabilities of each state were modeled with a Gaussian Mixture Model. Since the AM works with phonemes as a target, during decoding the information of the AM had to be combined with a pronunciation lexicon, which maps sequences of phonemes to words, and a word based LM [SMFW01].

More recent work has been focused on solutions which come close to end-to-end systems. Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) acoustic models [GFGS06] can directly model the mapping between speech features and symbols without having to rely on an alignment between the audio sequence and the symbol sequence. However, the CTC objective function requires that its output symbols are conditional independent of each other. While this assumption is essential to learn a mapping between the speech features and the output sequence, it also entails to add linguistic information during decoding.

Other end-to-end approaches that are inspired by recent developments in machine learning system such as [BaCB14] are [BCSB+16, CJLV15]. By attending to different frames for each output symbol attention based speech recognition systems are able to map speech features to an output sequence.

This approach has no need to assume conditional independence between its output, and therefore is theoretically able to jointly learn acoustic and linguistic models implicitly.
In this chapter we compare the different approaches and discuss where a purely character based models can be integrated. We will choose the CTC framework for the implementation of a purely character based speech recognition system. While the CTC system is not providing a strictly end-to-end point of view, the separation of acoustic model and language model allows for domain independence and adaptation or re-use of speech recognition components.

Similar to [MXJN15] and [HwSu16] we combine the CTC acoustic component and the language model in a search to find the most reasonable transcription. We compare this procedure to a word based search as suggested in [MiGM15 SSRI+15].

Most importantly this combination allows us to create an open vocabulary speech recognition system.

5.2 Background: Approaches for Speech Recognition

In this section we will discuss the different approaches which can be used to implement a speech recognition system. Our goal will be to use one of these approaches to implement an open vocabulary speech recognition system. We will discuss the advantages and disadvantages for integrating a character based language model and discuss the need for a fixed vocabulary in each of these approaches

5.2.1 Statistical HMM based ASR

Statistical HMM based speech recognition systems have been used heavily in the last decades in toolkits like Kaldi [PGBB+11] and Janus [SMFW01]. These systems consist of several components as depicted in figure 5.1. The first step is to record and preprocess the speech. Afterwards statistical ASR system perform a search to look for the most probable word sequence $W^*$. Within this search the information of several different models is combined. One component is the acoustic model $P(A|W)$, which calculates the probability of the audio feature $A$ given a word sequence $W$. In almost all systems the acoustic model makes use of a mapping of words to phoneme sequences. This mapping is provided by a pronunciation lexicon. The last component is the language model $P(W)$, which is able to calculate a probability distribution for a word sequence $P(W)$.

Since these components cannot calculate the most probable word sequence $W^*$ given the acoustic features $A$ directly, we apply Bayes’ theorem:

\[
W^* = \arg \max_W P(W|A) \\
= \arg \max_W \frac{P(W) \cdot p(A|W)}{P(A)} \\
= \arg \max_W P(W) \cdot p(A|W)
\]

(5.1)

Notice that we do not need to calculate $P(A)$, since this probability remains static for given acoustic features $A$ and does not affect the search for the most probable word sequence.
5.2. Background: Approaches for Speech Recognition

There are multiple drawbacks if one wants to include a character language model into this setup. First of all the acoustic model is not character based. It depends heavily on the mapping of words to phonemes, therefore we cannot easily include the language model information at the character level.

Another inconvenience is that it is difficult to produce a reasonable word sequence without any information from the language model. Thus it is harder to compare the improvements of adding linguistic information directly.

Additionally, we need an entry in the pronunciation lexicon for every word. This means that it is not straightforward to recognize new or unknown words. This, however, is the main advantage of a character based language model in contrast to a word based one.

5.2.2 Connectionist Temporal Classification

Another method to recognize speech is based on the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC). A CTC acoustic component is directly able to predict the probability of a character or phoneme sequence given the acoustic features $P(C|A)$. We will focus on the prediction of a character sequence, since this will allow us to conveniently include the character language model.

A diagram of a CTC based speech recognition system is shown in figure 5.2. It still preprocesses the speech signal. But in contrast to HMM based models it can directly output a character sequence. It does not have the need to include any linguistic knowledge.

We will now discuss in detail how the CTC model is able to directly predict a character sequence. We will also see how the assumptions made during training a CTC model affect its effectiveness to implicitly learn linguistic information, which will be important for the latter part of this chapter.

The CTC component of our system is composed by multiple RNN layers followed by a softmax layer. RNN layers, which are composed by bidirectional LSTM units [HoSc97],
provide the ability to learn complex, long term dependencies. A sequence of multiple speech features forms the input of our model. For each input the AM outputs a probability distribution over its target alphabet. The whole model is jointly trained under the CTC loss function \[ \text{[GFGS06]} \].

More formally, let us define a sequence of \( n \)-dimensional acoustic features \( \mathbf{X} = (\mathbf{x}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{x}_T) \) of length \( T \) as the input of our model and \( \mathcal{L} \) as the set of labels of our alphabet. These labels can be either characters or phonemes. We augment \( \mathcal{L} \) with a special blank symbol \( \emptyset \) and define \( \mathcal{L}' = \mathcal{L} \cup \emptyset \).

Let \( \mathbf{z} = (z_1, \ldots, z_U) \in \mathcal{L}^U \) be an output sequence of length \( U \leq T \), which can be seen as the transcription of an input sequence. To define the CTC loss function we additionally need a many to one mapping \( \mathcal{B} \) that maps a path \( \mathbf{p} = (p_1, \ldots p_T) \in \mathcal{L}'^T \) of the CTC model to an output sequence \( \mathbf{z} \). This mapping is also referred as the squash function, as it removes all blank symbols of the path and squashes multiple repeated characters into a single one (e.g. \( \mathcal{B}(AA\emptyset AAABB) = AAB \)). Note that we do not squash characters that are separated by the blank symbol as this still allows us to create repeated characters in the transcription. Let us define the probability of a path as

\[
P(\mathbf{p}|\mathbf{X}) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} y_k^t
\]  

(5.2)

where \( y_k^t \) is the probability of observing the label \( k \) at time \( t \). To calculate the probability of an output sequence \( \mathbf{z} \) we sum over all possible paths:

\[
P(\mathbf{z}|\mathbf{X}) = \sum_{\mathbf{p} \in \mathcal{B}^{-1}(\mathbf{z})} P(\mathbf{p}|\mathbf{X})
\]  

(5.3)

To perform the sum over all path we will use a technique inspired by the traditional dynamic programming method used in HMMs, the forward-backward algorithm \[ \text{[RaJu86]} \]. We additionally force the appearance of blank symbols in our paths by augmenting the sequence of output labels during training with a blank symbol between each of the labels of \( \mathbf{z} \) as well as at the beginning and the end of the sequence.
5.2. Background: Approaches for Speech Recognition

We train our acoustic model by optimizing the logarithm of this function. Note that this procedure assumes conditional independence between the output labels. So the CTC model does not know what its previous output were. This makes it more difficult for the model to learn linguistic information implicitly.

Given a sequence of speech features \( \mathbf{X} = (\mathbf{x}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{x}_T) \), we can now calculate the probability distribution over the augmented label set \( L' \) for each frame. In the remainder of the paper let \( P_{\text{AM}}^{t}(k|\mathbf{X}) \) denote the probability to encounter label \( k \in L' \) at time step \( t \) given the speech features \( \mathbf{X} \).

Figure 5.3 visualizes the probability matrix \( P_{\text{AM}}^{t}(k|\mathbf{X}) \) for an example utterance. The horizontal axis denotes the time steps, while the vertical axis denotes the different characters. Note that most of the probabilities are assigned to the blank label. However, at some time steps there are peaks at specific characters.

When looking at this matrix it is straightforward to produce a character sequence. By choosing the most probably sequence at each time step, the resulting path will get squashed to the character sequence “yeah”. We will refer to this decoding strategy as greedy search. More formally greedy search is looking for path \( p \in L'^T \) as follows:

\[
\arg \max_{p} \prod_{t=1}^{T} P_{\text{AM}}^{t}(p_t|\mathbf{X})
\]

The mapping of the path to a transcription \( z \) is straightforward and works by applying the squash function: \( z = B(p) \).

However, the CTC model is not always able to produce such a clean probability matrix. This motivates us to add a language model. For doing this we use a similar setup to statistical speech recognition systems. We perform a search and combine
the acoustic component and the language model to look for the most reasonable character sequence. However, we do not need a pronunciation lexicon anymore. This setup is depicted in figure 5.4.

The common way is to add a word based language model. For this we use a technique called Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST). The WFST uses a $N$-gram model to add linguistic information. But for this we first of all preprocess the CTC probability sequence with the prior probability of each unit of the augmented label set $L'$.

$$p(X|k) \propto \frac{P(k|X)}{P(k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

This does not have a proper theoretical motivation since the result is only proportional to a probability distribution. However, by dividing through the prior probability units which are more likely to appear at a particular position than their average will get a high value.

The search graph of the WFST is composed of three individual components:

- A token WFST maps a sequence of units in $L'$ to a single unit in $L$ by applying the squash function $B$
- A lexicon WFST maps sequences of units in $L$ to words
- A grammar WFST encodes the permissible word sequences and can be created given a word based $N$-gram language model

The search graph is used to find the most probable word sequence. Note that the lexicon of the WFST allows us to deal with character as well as phoneme based acoustic models.

However, it is also possible to use a character based language models during the search. In contrast to statistical HMM based speech recognition systems, we now have the ability to directly add the linguistic information at the character level. There already has been prior work on this [HwSu16]. We will use this work to implement a purely character based system.
5.3 CTC Beam Search Algorithm

In contrast to the WFST based approach we can directly apply the probabilities at the character level with this procedure. For now assume that the alphabet of the character based LM is equal to $L$. We want to find a transcription which has a high probability based on the acoustic as well as the language model. Since we have to sum over all possible paths $p$ for a transcription $z$ and want to add the LM information as early as possible, our goal is to solve the following equation:

$$
\arg\max_{z} \sum_{B^{-1}(z)=p} \prod_{t=1}^{T} y_{p_t}^{t} \cdot P_{LM}'(p_t|B(p_{1:t-1})) \tag{5.6}
$$

Note that we cannot estimate a useful probability for the blank label $\emptyset$ with the language model, so we set $P_{LM}'(\emptyset|p) = 1 \forall p \in \mathcal{P}(L')$. To not favor a sequence of blank symbols, we apply an insertion bonus $b \in \mathbb{R}$ for every $p_{t} \neq \emptyset$. This yields the following equation:

$$
P_{LM}'(k|p) = \begin{cases} 
P_{LM}(k|p) \cdot b, & \text{if } k \neq \emptyset \\
1, & \text{if } k = \emptyset \end{cases} \tag{5.7}
$$

where $P_{LM}(k|p)$ is provided by the character LM. As it is infeasible to calculate an exact solution to equation 6, we apply a beam search similar to \cite{Hwang2016}.

However, in some cases it is favorable to give the LM a higher weight. We achieve this with an additional hyperparameter, the language model weight $w_{LM} \in \mathbb{R}$. We include this hyperparameter in the language model as follows:

$$
P_{LM}'(k|p) = \begin{cases} 
P_{LM}(k|p)^{w_{LM}} \cdot b^{w_{LM}}, & \text{if } k \neq \emptyset \\
1, & \text{if } k = \emptyset \end{cases} \tag{5.8}
$$

For $w_{LM} = 1$ this produces the original equation. If $0 < w_{LM} < 1$, the language model will be less important. For the case $w_{LM} > 1$ the language model gets a higher importance.

Also notice that we apply the language model weight to the bias, too. The motivation for this is, that we still want to have language model probabilities close to 1 for sound transcriptions, as we do not want to favor blank labels. We recognize that applying the language model weight to the bias is an approximation to achieve this.

For AMs which do not use spaces nor have another notion of word boundaries, it is possible to add this information based only on the character LM. This can be achieved by adding a copy of each transcription appended by the space symbol at each time step. This works surprisingly well, since spaces at inappropriate position will get a low LM probability. To the best of our knowledge this is a novel approach and can easily be extended to a larger number of characters. For example, an useful application for this would be to add punctuation marks during the beam search.

While this approach is only able to deal with character based CTC models, it can create arbitrary, open vocabulary transcriptions.

\footnote{Code is included within EESEN: https://github.com/srvk/eesen}
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5.3.1 CTC Beam Search Experiments

We want to apply these algorithms to a speech recognition task. For this we choose the Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus. In this subsection we will describe the training process as well as the implementation details of the different components. Afterwards we will describe the word based language model and its integration in the WFST framework, which will serve as the comparison to the character based approach. The character based beam search concludes this subsection.

We use the Switchboard data set (LDC97S62) to train the AM. This data set consists of 2,400 two-sided telephone conversations with a duration of about 300 hours. It is composed of over 500 speakers with different US accents talking about 50 randomly picked topics. We pick 4000 utterances as our validation set for hyper parameter tuning. Our target labels are either character or phonemes.

We also augment the training set to get a more generalized model using two techniques. First, by reducing the frame rate, applying a sub sampling and finally adding an offset we augment the number of training samples. Second, we augment our training set by a factor of 10 applying slight changes to the speed, pitch and tempo of the audio files. The model consist of five bidirectional LSTM layers with 320 units in each direction. It is trained using EESEN [MGNK+16].

Our WFST implementation is composed by three individual components. These components are implemented using Kaldi’s [PGBB+11] FST tools. We determine the weights of the lexicon WFST by using a lexicon that maps each word to a sequence of CTC labels. The grammar WFST is modeled by using the probabilities of a trigram and 4-gram language model smoothed with Kneser-Ney [ChGo96] discounting. We create the language model based on Fisher transcripts and the transcripts of the acoustic training data using SRILM [Stol+02].

We train the Character LM with Fisher transcripts (LDC2004T19, LDC2005T19) and the transcripts of the acoustic training data (LDC97S62). Validation is done on the transcription of the acoustic validation data. These transcriptions are cleaned by removing punctuation marks and duplicate utterances. This results in a training text of about 23 million words and 112 million characters. The alphabet of the character LM consists of 28 characters (-abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz'), a start and end of sentence symbol, a space symbol and a symbol representing unknown characters. We cut all sentences to a maximum length of 128 characters. We use an embedding size of 64 for the characters, a single layer LSTM with 2048 Units and a softmax layer implemented with DyNet [NDGM+17a] as our neural model. Training is performed with the whole data using Adam [KiBa14] by randomly picking a batch until convergence on the validation data. Adam is used with the standard settings of DyNet. That means a learning rate of 0.001, $\beta_1 = 0.9$ and $\beta_2 = 0.999$. We retrain the resulting model on the Switchboard training data using Stochastic Gradient Descent with a low learning rate of 0.01, which is inspired by [WSCL+16]. To provide a comparison of the resulting language model, we also state the performance of the language model. The training procedure results in an average entropy of 1.34 bits per character (BPC) on the train set, 1.37 BPC on the validation set and 1.46 BPC on the evaluation set (LDC2002S09).
5.3.2 CTC Beam Search Error Analysis

We use the 2000 HUB5 “Eval2000” (LDC2002S09) dataset for evaluation. It consists of a “Switchboard” subset, which is similar to the training data, and the “Callhome” subset. These subsets allow to analyze the robustness of the individual approaches to some extent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Method</th>
<th>Ac. Model</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char Beam</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFST</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoneme</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char Beam MXJN15</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char Beam ZYDS16</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFST ZYDS16</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFST Rescore ZYDS16</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of Word Error Rates for different decoding approaches on the Eval2000 (E2), Call Home (CH) and Switchboard (SW) (sub-)sets.

For the Greedy Search, we use an alphabet consisting of upper and lowercase characters. As in ZYDS16, an upper case character denotes the start of a new word. This procedure proved to be more successful than using an explicit space character. For all other character based AMs we only use lowercase characters without a space unit. Table 5.1 shows the results, and compares our findings (top part) against related results from the literature (bottom part).

As you can see the purely character based approach is performing significantly better than the greedy decoding, which does not explicitly add any linguistic information. Word based language models still perform slightly better than the character based approach, but notice that they still have the need for a vocabulary and are not able to generate other words while transcribing the speech signal.

In table 5.2 we give an example of the improvements of adding the linguistic information at the character level. You can see the reference of a test utterance and an incorrectly spelled version of it produced by the acoustic component using greedy search. Also note that the CTC model does not care about spaces in this case. The character based model is able to add enough information to completely correct the spelling mistakes. Also notice that spaces are included at the correct positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>he is a police officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>he’sapolifefolvisere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Beam</td>
<td>he’s a police officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Example output of a cherry picked utterance

If we use a phoneme based CTC model, we cannot easily apply the character based language model anymore. However, to give a comparison we apply the WFST based word language model to decode the phoneme based CTC model. This leads to a 3.4% word error rate reduction. We think that phonemes are still a better abstraction for the acoustic components than characters. Characters can be pronounced
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>disproven</td>
<td>there was they have hit it is funny that they went with the i guess the reagonomics called for trickle-down theory i think that is pretty pretty pretty much disproven at this point</td>
<td>there there’s they it it’s funny that they went with uh i guess the reagonomics called for a trickle down there i think that’s pretty pretty much a disproven at this point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ducting</td>
<td>either some way to improve the ducting or to put a booster fan going to the upstairs</td>
<td>either some way to improve the ducting or uh put a a booster fan going to the upstairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fringing</td>
<td>you know it it has some hanging panes around it with metal fringing and the metal fringing was like had bent away from the from the glass so glued it back together</td>
<td>uh you know i i have some in in glassing pains around it with uh medal fringing in the middle ringing it was like i had uh been away from the from the glass so i got it back together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spick</td>
<td>and i would want to do that too you know make sure they do not have everything spick and span just because it is visiting time or whatever</td>
<td>and i would want to do that to that you know make sure they don’t have everything spick in span is because it’s a visiting time or whatever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppier</td>
<td>yeah we saw that and and they were very highly thought of and what surprised me is that the car was peppier than</td>
<td>yeah we saw that and and they were very highly uh thought of and what surprised me is that the car was peppier than</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Correctly recognized words that were not present in the training corpora

differently in different context or in different words, which can be modeled with an pronunciation lexicon. However, to produce a good lexicon a significant amount of effort is required.

Another interesting comparison is how many errors the different system make by producing words, which did not appear in the training text. These mistakes are often similar to spelling mistakes. Using the character LM during the beam search significantly reduces incorrectly recognized words, which did not appear in the training text (199), by a factor of 30 compared to a simple greedy search (6274). This amounts to a rate of 0.5%, which compares favorably to the out of vocabulary rate of the WFST based approach 0.9%.

These remaining errors are for the most part very similar to valid English words, and could be considered spelling mistakes (“penately”) or newly created words (“discussly”). Only on rare occasion does the Character LM not add a space between words (“andboxes”). Most notably, the Open Vocabulary approach was able to generate correct words, which did not appear in the training corpora. These words include: “boger”, “disproven”, “ducting”, “fringing”, “spick” and “peppier”. In table 5.3 we show the appearances of these words in the generated transcriptions of our system as well as in the references of the test data.
Table 5.4 shows the insertion, deletion, and substitution rates. We consistently used an insertion bonus of 2.5 in our experiments with the beam search. The application of an insertion bonus every time when reducing the probability by the character based LM yields balanced insertion and deletion errors. Also note that for the models a language model weight of 1 produces the best results. Additionally the logarithm of the insertion bonus corresponds well with the entropy of the character language model on the validation set ($\log_2(2.5) = 1.3$, validation entropy: 1.37 BPC). Overall, the error patterns of all three systems seem remarkably similar, even though the WFST system has been tuned more aggressively than the other two systems, and thus exhibits unbalanced insertions and deletions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Beam</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFST</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Insertion Rate (I), Substitution Rate (S) and Deletion Rate (D) for multiple decoding algorithm using character based AMs evaluated on the Eval2000 dataset.

We also compared our results in table 5.1 to prior work. Our character based acoustic component is competitive to the recently published results in [ZYDS16], which represent state of the art results. We are within 2% WER of the reported number for word based WFST. For open vocabulary, character based speech recognition we report an improvement of over 1% WER compared to previous results [ZYDS16, MXJN15].

5.4 Conclusion

In this section, we compared different decoding approaches for CTC acoustic models, which are trained on the same, open source platform. A “traditional” context independent WFST approach performs best, but the open vocabulary character RNN approach performs only about 10% relative worse, and produces a surprisingly small number of “OOV” errors.

We believe that these results show that there is currently a multitude of different algorithms that can be used to perform speech recognition in a neural setting, and there may not be a “one size fits all” approach for the foreseeable future. While WFST is well understood and fast to execute, the character RNN approach might perform well for morphologically complex languages.

We want to stress that purely character based approaches are able to recognize arbitrary words and do not have the need for a vocabulary. Nonetheless, the character based models are able to correctly recognize unseen words. We suspect that especially in morphologically rich language this will be of major importance and could allow performance improvements compared to more traditional word based approaches.
6. Conclusion

In this thesis we have discussed character based language models. We reviewed the learning process in recurrent neural networks and deduced some of their shortcomings when dealing with long sequences. In contrast to relatively short word sequences, for character sequences problems like exploding or vanishing gradients pose an important problem.

Based on the popular Gated Recurrent Unit, we proposed a neural network architectures that mitigates these problems. The neural network has fast and slow ticking layers and thus creates shorter paths within the computation graph of the unrolled network. By doing less matrix multiplications during backpropagation in slow ticking layers we argue that we mitigate vanishing gradients between distant events. We empirically evaluate our proposed architecture as a character based language model. We verified that this model performs better on this task than stacked Gated Recurrent Units.

Furthermore, we applied character based language models in speech recognition. We integrated these models in the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) framework. We integrated the information of a character based acoustic component and the language model within a straight forward beam search.

This approach leads to a purely character based approach to speech recognition. We do not use any additional phonetic information about the language, which oftentimes has to be produced by experts. Additionally by having a purely character based system we do not have the need of a fixed size vocabulary. We are able to recognize any combination of characters, which enables an open vocabulary speech recognition system.

We evaluated this approach on the Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus. We verified that we are able to recognize previously unseen words, which did not appear in the training data. This provides a strong indication that the acoustic component and the language model are able to generalize to unseen words of a language. Furthermore, we achieved the best results reported in the literature on the Switchboard corpus for character based, open vocabulary speech recognition using Connectionist Temporal Classification.
We empirically compared this approach with a phoneme based acoustic model and a word based language model on the Switchboard test set by measuring the word error rate (WER). Our purely character based approach (18.7% WER) performs slightly worse than the same system with a word based language model (17.0% WER). A phoneme based acoustic component still achieves considerable better results than both character based models (13.6%). However, note that the phoneme based model needs a pronunciation lexicon, while the word based language model needs a fixed vocabulary.

6.1 Future Work

We will discuss for which applications the proposed character based approach is useful, which improvements are reasonable and how the character based CTC framework can be valuable in combination with more recent attention based speech recognition approaches.

Subword Units

There is still a large performance difference between character based and phoneme based CTC models. We argue that purely character based models are not able to learn the pronunciation variants of different characters perfectly. The same character can be pronounced differently in different contexts or words. It is possible to predict larger units than characters in the CTC framework, for example subword units like character N-grams or byte pair units. This can be applied to both the acoustic component and the language model. We argue that this can help the CTC model to learn different pronunciation variants better.

Unsupervised Learning

We recognized a large gap between transcribing speech with the acoustic component only (30.4% WER) and the acoustic component combined with a language model (18.6% WER). Additionally, with a very large amount of training data the CTC acoustic component is able to learn a reasonable language model implicitly [SoLS16]. We argue that the information of the language model can help the acoustic component to improve. For example we can transcribe unseen speech data with our system while including the language model. This data can be used as additional, noisy training data for the acoustic model. Especially in situations, when we do not have a large amount of high quality training data for the acoustic component, this could lead to improvements.

Dialect and Accents

It is a labor-intensive task to create a pronunciation lexicon for different dialects or accents of a language. Since the character based CTC framework is able to learn this information implicitly, it can be applied directly to different variations of a language. A straightforward approach to implement this is to first train a CTC network in a language and retrain it with less training data on a specific dialect. This approach would still use all the training data available for a language and would use the data of a dialect as the in-domain data.
Combination with Attention Based Models

Attention based speech recognition systems are another recent approach to tackle speech recognition tasks. However, they are a more powerful model and are thus prone to overfit the training data [CJLV15, BCSB16]. CTC models provide a more restricted model, since they are based on the Markov assumption. It is possible to use the advantages of these two models during training. The CTC function can be used to bias the decoder of the attention based system to learn a useful decoding of the speech features. Early work on this has already been done in [KiHW16]. Especially in situations with small amounts of training data, this combination can help the attention based system to generalize and avoid overfitting the training data.
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